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W. MARTIN JONES,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.,
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Yielding to repeated solicitations of friends
I have had the following address on Abraham
Lincoln put in print. As a mere brochure on
the life of the most eminent American of his
century, the address might well be materially
altered, but I prefer to print it as I delivered itwithout amendment or addition. I seek only to
make the book suitable for presentation to
friends, and, as a leaf from the history of a most
interesting and eventful period, I take pleasure
in placing it in their possession.
The picture facing the title page is, in my opinion, the best likeness extant of Abraham Lincoln.
It occurs to me that the book will hardly be complete without it. The autograph is a reproduction of Mr. Lincoln's signature as it was affixed
to a commission at the Department of State
only a few days before that sad Good Friday in
1865, that witnessed the tragedy at Ford's
Theater. From personal knowledge I believe
I am justified in saying that Mr. Lincoln signed
all official documents with his full name. I do not
remember to have seen any such paper bearing
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his signature with his first name abbreviated.
It was a frequent occurrence, however, for him
to sign his name "A. Lincoln" to letters and
other unofficial documents, but when the matter
was of a distinctively official character the name
was written as indicated by the signature,ABRAJL\ ~1 LrKCOLN.

The labor of preparing this address on the life,
work and character of the great emancipator,
and of putting it in print, has been a labor of
love-love for the remnant of the "Boys in
Blue" who invited me to speak to them, a mere
fraction of the great U nion Army, with many
divisions of which I camped on tented fields
when stern visaged war was our bed-fellow, and
love for the great hearted patriot whose beautiful
life has become a benediction to the nations and
is the equal heritage of every American rreeman.
T11E AUTHOR .

ABRAHAM LIN COLN
T11 1s day is consecrated. Decorated with
beautiful flowers, moistened with patriotic tears
and hallowed in JO\ ing, throbbing heart beats, it .
is unique as well as national in the American
calendar. Annually we gather in loving rememberance of the noble men- now just over the
way- who went out more than forty years ago l<'
maintain national integrity and to demonstrate
to the world that the last great effort of a free
people to govern themsel\'es was not "·hat
despofrm had prophesied a gigantic failure.
\ \' e ha\'e come a long way fr< 1:11 the cla) s when
the clarion notes of the war bugle sounded clear
and loud along the valleys and un.. r the hill and
mountain tops, of this fair land, calling men from
the work-shc,p and the field, Loys from the
counting-room and the class-re< m, to put c,n the
" Blue" and march to a country's sal\'aticn . But
time cannot efface the memory of those Spartan
scenes. As I stand here to-day looking into t he
brcnzecl faces of the remnant of these bran: men,
who respcnckd to that call it all cc-mc.,s to me
anew. Time seems turning backward in its
relentless forward march. I am again ab(,): in
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my teens, poring over problems that puzzle
pupils, ransacking lexicons for solutions of mystifying maxims, and trying diligcntly to accomplish results that seemed then to me to be so far
beyond human attainment. Again I witness the
exciting political campaign of the memorable
year 1860. Again I hear the drum beat and see
the marching columns of voters as they pass in
review before excited multitudes, preparing for
the battle of the ballots. I hear the bells ringing
and the shouts that proclaim the victory of a
party that was bold enough and true enough and
strong enough to declare that there must be no
further extension of slave territory on the continent governed by this nation. I catch from
clay to day startling news that comes over the
wires from the Land of the Palmetto ; I hear
the report of the gun that fires on the American
Flag in Charleston Harbor, and I sec the preparations of an awakened people, as men gather
for the purpose of demonstrating that this Union
must live and that the great problems set for
solution on this continent must be worked out
by the patient labor of free men. Then, I see
the marching thousands as they go on to the
conflict in the South and now-away in the year
1904- I am looking into the faces-no longer
with round and ruddy cheeks-of some of those
who went out under such circumstances to do
their duty at the front and who, alone of the
vast numbers that responded so promptly, so
6
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generously and so patriotically to the call of the
country in its hour of peril, arc left to commemorate the scenes of those days that tried
men's souls.
It has come to be a recognized principle among
men and nations that in an hour of peril, when
men and nations need a kackr, God raises up
one made of just the right material for the
cirnimstances So it was in the dark and stormy
period of the American Rc,·oluti,m. I need not
name the Father of his country. So it was in
the clays of the French Revolution. Napoleon
Bona)'arte was the fruit of the civilization that
preceded him. He has been judged by history,
yet I sometimes feel that he may have been
misjudged b) history, but, be that as it may. he
was of the mettle that was required to bbze the
way for the future France. I le did it, but his
ambition was of that character that led him into
excesses and, en.:ntually, left him stranded ,m
St. I Idena. Time came, later when on this
continent one was neeclccl to ser\'e a pl'ople in
their hour of peril, a man of cool judgment,
constientim1s purpost', 1•atriotic motin:s, undaunted by fear, unmoved by malice and untouched by ambition. There ,,·ere many men c f
the period who could ha,·e done 1whle work but
it is a grave question now, as we look bad, to
those days m·er a period of forty years intcnTnin~. whether in all the land, there was an, ,ther
who, under all the circumstances, and bunknecl
7
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by the conditions that beset the ~ation at the
time of the opening of the conflict in the year
1861, could have performed the duties of a leader
in such a perilous moment, as perfectly and as
successfully as did 1\111un.;.'\1 L1xco1 :--;, Born of
poor parentage, in a Slave State, migrating at an
early age into a non-slan:holcling State, on the
border between two classes of ciYilization, hc had
little opportunity in his early life lo solve the
great problems that were demanding the
attention of the thinking men of the nation. He
spent his early clays in a condition little rcmm·ed
from want and wretchedness but there was
implanted within the man that kec11 sense of
justice, tempered with mercy, and tempered yet
again with a great fund of humor, that prepared
him magnificently for the gigantic work that lay
before him.
In order fairl'y to understand the circumstances
tmcler which his early days were spent, it becomes
necessary to glance briefly al the state of society
and the conditions that pre,·ailcd along the Ohio
border. Due to the proximity of the border free
states north of the Ohio River to slavcholcling
territory, the people of that section were brought
face to face with many of the evils growing out
of the peculiar institution across the ri\'er. The
frequent coming into the Free States of escaping
bondmen forced upon the northern whites a
startling contrast between the conditions that
existed in sla,·e territory and American ci\'il8
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ization, as it was sought to be nurtured and
culti\·atccl north of the Ohio River.
:::'\ecessarily, the attention of Abraham Lin<'Oln
was directed from time to time to these cenclitions, and, possessing a keen sense of justice
and right, he was not long in coming to the
conclusion that a great wrong was being
committed in the ensJayemcnt of human beings
on this continent. As early as the year 1820,
the- minds of men began to turn to a consider
ation of these condititms. Along this border
line and within free territory, men's intnests
prompted them to lean toward the aristocrasy of
the South. The merchants of border cities
found their best customers coming from south of
the Ohio ri\'er and people of wealth and tlwsc
seeking influential associations found it to their
ach·antage, in one way and another, to sympathize
with the slaveholder who had lost his slaYe c,n
free territory and giYe him aid in his endea,·or to
regain his fleeing property. \Ve are all familiar
with the crisis that came to Lane Seminary, in
the suburbs of Cincinnati, and O\'er which, that
fearless champion of human rights. Lyman
Beecher of Connecticut, once presided. Ilerc
also, liYecl his daughter, Harriet Beecher Stowe.
whose husband was an instructor in the Seminary, and here she became familiar with the
peculiar institution, which enabled her subsequently to strike a blow for freedom that has
ncYer been surpassed by any writer of fiction.
9
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Out of this crisis that came to Lane Seminary
came the establishment of the well-known
Abolition School at Oberlin. Then appeared
upon the political landscape a character whose
personality has been stamped indelibly upon the
civilization of that period,-] a mes G. Birney.
Ile, too, was a Kentuckian by birth, was once a
slaveholder, but, yielding to his own awakened
conscience, renounced the system, set his own
slaves free and devoted his life and all he
possessed in the world to secure the manumission
of slaves in America. Men began to think on
·these questions very earnestly. Like B::mco's
ghost, the subject would not "clown." It would
rise in the most unexpected places. One, a little
bolder than another, with fixed opinions and
conscientious purposes, would speak his sentiments and instantly the community was in a
tumult. The spirit of compromise possessed
politicians, but compromise was inadequate. It
had become indeed an "irrepressible conflict."
The forties came and went, the Missouri
compromise was adopted and abandoned, the
last great compromise of Ilenry Clay, in 1850,
that was to settle all troubles, was forced to its
conclusion, and yet the conflict was still
irrepressible. I le who was most affected by all
these contests refused to be content while still
held in unwilling bondage, and nightly, with his
eye on the north star, and daily, with his knowledge that the moss grew on the north side of
10
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the forest tree, he followed his weary road to
fn:eclom. Some of us here to-day remember
how in childhood we listened with rapt attention
and with hearts burnin/.( in hatred of the
institution, whik~ the poor slm·e on his way to
freedom hy the underground railroad told of his
wrongs and showed us the marks of his crud
treatment. Some of us, too, ha,·e probably seen
the institution as it was, and ha\'e touched hands
with the poor sons and daughters of •\frica as
they toiled early and late in the fidcls of the
Southern owner with no compensation for their
labor other than the rags they wore and the
coarse food they recei,·ed to keep soul ancl bed)
together.
The fact, howen·r, existed. that as a Confederation the people of the states respectin·ly held
control over this question exdnsivcly. Hccognizing the fact that slan:ry existLcl in all the
colonies of the confederation prior to the
RcYolution that separatccl them from the mother
cnuntry, we find a reason for the retention < f the
system in a climate that required the sen ices of
men who were able to withstand conditions that
were supposed to be beyond the endurance of
the white race. The people of the South were
brought up in the conscientious belief that
slaYery was a condition for the black man
superior to th-tt of freedom. In sla\·ery he was
cared for in childhood and in old age, while in
the period betwc1..·n he only paid for his care and
II
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maintenance in the beginning and in the ending
of his career. The South chose to continue
s)ayery, while the North chose to abolish it. It
was entirely in the hands of the respective colonies and the South could "ith pi:opriety say to the
North that it was a matter that the North had
nothing to do with; that the South came into
the Confederation as separate and independent
states or nationalities; that slavery \\'as a legal
institution, that it existed in these separate colonies and states at the time of the adoption of the
First Articles of Confederation and was recognized in the Constitution in 1787; that as
so recognized these states became a part and
parcel of the Confederation ; that they came
into it as independent municipalities, that they
resigned to the general government no power on
the subject of slavery within their respective
borders and that they could not be interfered
with by other members of that compact. There ·
was very much in this argument. It was sound
from the position occupied by the Southern
States. The Constitution so far recognized the
institution of slavery that it prO\·ided that no law
should be enacted prior to the year 1808, that
should prohibit the traffic in slaves from Africa.
It was known and understood that at the time of
the making of this federal union there was a
business being carried on across the sea whereby
men and women were being brought from Africa
and sold into bondage on the \ \' estern side of the
12
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Atlantic, and it is also a well recognized fact that
much of this traffic was carried on by ship-owners
and navigators who came from Northern states,
and who plied the traffic for the benefit of
Southern slaYcholders because, in doing it, they
reaped a large profit themselves, And so, while
there was an e\'ident desire on the part of many
members of the Convention that framed the Constitution umlcr which we are living to-day, to
blot out the remembrance even of a traffic in
human flesh across the sea, there was, ncverthe_
less, an clement in the South, where they felt
that they needed more laborers to hold on to that
traffic, and it was only upon a compromise that
it was finally agreed that this traffic should be
prohibited at the end of twenty years. Accordingly, it must be admitted by all candid men that
the Union of the States could not then have
been accomplished on the basis finally agreed
upon except it had been upon such a compromise
as would admit into the Union communities that
believed in slavery and in continuing it in some
portions of the Confederacy. These facts we
must recognize, when we come at this late clay,
more than forty years after the final outburst
between the two sections, to consider the conditions that then existed and rightly and properly
to understand the duties that necessarily devolved
upon men who were placed in responsible positions over the entire nation.
While Abraham Lincoln had been educated in
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the severe school of adversity and want, when he
was forced, in gaining a livelihood, to navigate flat
boats on the shallow streams of the \,Vest and to
split rails in farm work, he was also familiar from
his childhood with the peculiar institution of
involuntary servitude.
I venture the statement that there never was
a time when he did not absolutely abhor the
institution of slavery. His soul revolted with
righteous indignation at even the thought that
one man could legally hold title to another. Yet,
he was himself, a poor boy, born under circumstances that left but a thin parting between the
ways of the poor white man and the colored
slave. At the time when Abraham Lincoln came
to be identified in any manner with public affairs
in the nation, there had come to be great agitation
over the further extension of slavery in the
country. If the discussion could have been kept
down to the question of laws and the Constitution, the South and the slaveholding aristocracy
had the advantage of title to the peculiar institution by undisputed recognition on the part of all
the rest of the Nation and on the part of the
Constitution itself, and they held, what has
always been regarded as nine points out of ten of
the law, possession, absolute and recognized, of
the institution itself. Accordingly, when such
bold men as Burney and Garrison and Phillips
and a host of others forced the issue of free
speech, free soil and free man, and denounced
14
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s)aYcry as a cruel wrong, not to say a wasteful,
demoralizing, murclerous and soul--dl'stroying
institution, the South felt, and, naturally, from
their standpoint bcli<.~Yed, that the other portion
of the Confederation was taking a course that
was unjm,t, inequitable and unfair toward them.
They believed sincerely that l hey were enjoying
the highest fruits of human ci, ilization and that
they wcre far in ad,ancc of thc pcopll' of the
North, who, thcmsehcs, clid snYile labor in the
field, while the Soul herners sat in the shadows of
the palmettos and the black mcn did thc labor for
both. They wen.: forced into the arena to defend
their institution, and they took the high ground
as they believed it to be, of claiming that slan!ry
was a cli,·ine instil ution, that it ,ms d,·nH>cratic
and ci,·ilizing. Then they rested, unclcr the
Constitution, behind the bulwark of state rights,
for it must be conceded that the general government, under the system thus incorporated into
its Or!,r.tnic law in the forming of the Confederation, had no power o,·er the institution of slaYery
in the several states which chose to maintain it.
The difficulty with the whole matter lay in the
arrogant position of the sla,·cholder, when he
declared that the general government owed to
him the duty of protecting the peculiar institution, not only within :-lave state lines but as well
without, when he chose to go with his human
property into jurisdictions where slavery was not
recognized but strictly prohibited. This was
15
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leaving his own entrenchments, behind which he
was reasonably secure, and coming ot1t into the
open where the abolitionist and those who were
opposed to human bondage had prepared to meet
him. The South demanded the abrogation of
free speech. It insisted that the postoffice, and
all the power that rested within it, should he
tt1rned to the protection of the slaveholders and
that men should be punished for sending incendiary matter through the mails, and clclh·ering it
at offices south of Mason and Dixon's line.
There were extreme men on both sides. There
were those in the l\orth who insisted that the
Union must be dissolved in order to dissoh-e a
co-partnership unwillingly existing between slave
and free states. It is unnecessary to go m·er the
arguments ad\'anced by either party in the controversy that began in earnest when John Quincy
Adams, the Old Man Eloquent, unaided and
alone, fought the battle of the right of petition
on the floor of the House of Reprcsentati\'es.
As we glance along the pages of our history during this period we sec names that attract us and
we would gfadly dwell upon them but the occasion
will not permit. Neither need I dwell upon
incidents that brought to-the national conscience
in unmistakable manner the e\'ils and sufferings
that were being inflicted upon human beings by
that great wrong in fair sunny southland.
Under other circumstances I might pause to
tell you the stories of ::\latilda Lawrence ancl
16
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Margaret Garner. It is enough to know that
these were among the incidents growing out of
the wrongs inflicted upon the poor black men of
the south and their attempts to gain their much
coveted freedom. I would not unnecessarily
call up unpleasant memories- especially in this
day of good feeling and good fellow-ship-and
yet, if we are properly to understand conditions
that developed character, that made men and history and heroes, we must con our lessons carefully.
Effects are the natural sequences of causes. \Ve
cannot study the one and neglect the other.
"A dreamer rlropped a random thong-ht; 'twas old, anJ

yet 'twas new;

A simple fancy of the brain, but strong in being true.

It shone upon a genial mind, and lo! its light became
A lamp of life. a beacon ray, a monitory flame.
The thought was small·; its issue great ; a watchfire on
the hill,
It sheds its radiance far adown, an<l cheers the valley
still !

"A nameless man, a111i<l the crowd that thronl!ecl the
<laily mart.
Let fall a wor<l of Hope and Love, unstu<lied, from the
heart;
A whisper on the tumult thrown,-a transitory breath.It raised a brother from the <lust ; it saved a soul from
death.
0 germ ! 0 fount! O word of love ! 0 thought at random
cast!
Ye were but little at the first, but mighty at the last."

My purpose is sufficiently attained by referring
17
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to these sad incidents in our national life as
among the circumstances that awakened the
consciences of men. It is good that we may
forget. It is good that Time heals wounds. It
is good that the children do not always see with
the eyes of the parents. "I cannot bring myself
to believe," said a fair, sweet Kentucky miss of
sixteen recently, "that my grandfather ever
owned a man." Do not try to believe it, my
dear child, do not try. It is all a horrible dream
and let us forget it together.
But the subject of our study to-day is a character that was formed to meet conditions existing
more than forty years ago. The scenes and
incidents of that period left their mark upon the
man and prepared him for the future. The
wrongs the poor black man suffered appealed
forcibly to the mind and heart and conscience of
Abraham Lincoln. It cannot be said that he
was not an ambitious man, but his was an ambition to minister to others, rather than to himself.
He sought to serve the public well. He early
became active in political life. Ile showed his
qualifications as an organizer in more than one
political campaign. He came to be recognized
in the community w!1ere he lived as a leader.
When he entered into a movement, whatever it
was, he put his whole soul, his whole being into
it. It became a part of him. He possessed a
fund of originality that carried him onward and
upward continually. One of his strongest points
18
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in debate was to meet argument with anecdote,
which itself, was an unanswerable argument
when it came fresh from the lips and heart of
the great commoner. Tn a way he was an
orator. I need only refer to his numerous
addresses to show this and I think no living man
to-clay would dare deny it. Many of his expressions arc epigrammatical, terse, to the point by
the shortest line, absolutely unanswerable and
convincing by the force of the purity of their
logic. No man uttered a ti uer sentence than
that pronounced by Abraham Lincoln in a speech
delivered by him two years before he was nominated for the Presidency, when he said, "A house
divided against itself cannot stand." This, it is
true, was but a quotation but when he followed
it up with the sentence, "I believe this Government cannot endure permanently half slave and
half free," he gave utterance to an axiom. It
was another way of proclaiming the "irrepressible conflict." And then he followed up his
axiom with a statement that could !cave no doubt
in the minds of his auditors where Abraham
Lincoln stood in that conflict. "I do not," he
said, "expect the Union to be dissolved,- ! do
not expect the house to fall,- but I do expect
it will cease to be divided. Either the opponents
of slavery will arrest the further spread of it, and
place it where the public mind shall rest in the
belief that it is in the course of ultimate extinction; or its advocates will push it forward, till
19
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it shall become alike lawful in all the states, old
as well as new-North as well as South." Ilerc
was the issue in a nutshell. Ile little thought
when he stood in his place in Springfield, that
clay in 1858, that upon him AnRAIIAM L11\TOLN',
would devolve such momentous duties as would
follow the election of 1860. And he as little
thought that with him bye and bye must rest the
decision that would save the house from falling
and would lead to a condition where the house
would cease to be divided.
\Ve pass quickly the days of his great debate
with Stephen A. Douglas, the little giant of the
\\'est, and we come down to a period following
the election in 1860, and his safe arrival in the
City of Washington. There on the 4th clay of
March, 1861, on the cast steps of the National
Capital, he delivered to the world an address that
comes down to us to-day replete with soul
inspiring, heart-rending rcmembr~nccs. \Vhen
that address was delivered I was still the school
boy in my teens, wrestling with unsolved problems. It had not then been my privilege to
touch the hem of the garment of the great man
who on that memorable day took the oath of
office of President of the United States, but,
sitting in the quiet of my room I read over and
over again his passionate appeal for peace and for
nationality that I knew came from the very soul
of an honest patriot. I felt in my own heart that
the heart of Abraham Lincoln was the true
20
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heart of the Nation. I felt that in the man who
gave utterance to such sentiments the cause of
justice, right and national liberty could be reposed
with perfect confidence in the result. Later I
came to know the man well and I found him
even grander and truer and nobler than I had
pictured him in my own mind to be.
Let us turn back several pages of our history
for a moment while l read a few sentences from
the immortal Inaugural address. \\'ith what
pathos he dwells upon the cl uty that all, both
North and South, owed to the Union. How
carefully he points to the characteristics that
make the Government Federal in its character,
yet a single nation; and with what exceeding
nicety he demonstrates the fact that the States
cannot be severed from one another; that the
Union is a Union for all the future and the South
as well as the North owe allegiance, sen·ice and
devotion to the central government under the
compact that brought them together into one
system. In the closing paragraphs he especially
appeals to the men of the South to think calmly
and well upon the whole subject before they take
any rash action in opposition to the federal
authority. The two closing paragraphs read
to-clay not like orclinaiy sentences that we gather
here and there among the noted speeches of the
world, but rather like prophecy. "In your
hands," he said, "my dissatisfied fellow-countrymen, and not in mine, is the momentous issue
21
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of civil war. The Government will not assail
you. You can have no conflict without being
yourselves the aggressors. You have no oath
registered in Hca\'en to destroy the Government, while I shall have the most solemn one to
• preserve, protect and clef encl it.' "
"I am loathe to close. \Ve are not enemies,
but friends. \Ve must not be enemies. Though
passion may have strained it must not break our
bonds of affection. The mystic chords of
memory, stretching from every battlefield and
patriot ·grave to C\'ery living heart and hearthstone, all over this broad land, will yet swell the
chorus of the Union, when again touched, as
surely they will be, by the better angels of our
nature."
\Vhile Abraham Lincoln had able advisers,
many of whom I knew personally and intimately
and whose memory I cherish clearly, yet I would
emphasize the fact that ABRAHAM Li:,·coLN WAS
PRESIDENT. I le listened to advice; if it appealed
to him as wise and judicious he promptly and
trankly accepted it. He recognized the fact in
the early days of his administration that there was
coming to him a trial such as no other man had
ever experienced. Here was the last great effort
of a people to establish free government. There
were not few to prophesy that the experiment
would be a failure. Like an echo of the first
shot of the rebellion, rebounding from the chalk
cliffs of old England, and as quickly as the
22
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returnin~ wa,·es of air could bring it bal' k to our
own shores, came the mtirmur of satisf::wtion and
rejoicing at-what was then taken as a11 established tact our national dissolution. ?\1 r. Justin
:McCarthy, the author of "The History of Pur
own Times," tells us that, "The \'ast majority ui
what are called the governing classes were un
the side of the South. London club lite was
\'irtuall) all Southern. The most powerful papers
in London and the most popular papers as well,
were open partisans of the Southern confederation.·· A writer in the Atlantic 1lonthly for
XoYember 1861, says: ·' \\·e haYe read at least
three English newspapers for each week that has
passed since our troubles began; we. have been
a reader of these papers for a series of years. In
not one of them ha,·e we met the sentence or
the line which pronounces hopefully, with bold
assurance for the renewed life of our U nton. In
by far the most of them there is reiterated th<:
most positiYe and dogged averment that there is
no future for us." A writer in the Edinburgh
"Quarterly ·Review" said, "\Ne believe the
conquest of the South to be a hopeless dream,
and the reunion of the states in one all-powerful
republic an impossibility. There b verge and
room enough on the vast continent of America
for two or three, or t:\'en more, powerful republics, and each ma) flourish undisturbed, if so
inclined, without being a source of disquiet to its
neighbors. There will be no loss of anythin?
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which conduces to the general happiness of mankind. For the contest on the part of the North
now is undisguisedly for empire."
Sir Edward Bulwer Lytton, the novelist, who
wrote most enticing stories, but who was born
and bred under monarchial institutions, could not
conceal his sentiments. Not long after the
attack on Fort Sumter, he said, "I venture to
predict that the younger men here present will live
to see not two, but at least four, separate and
sovereign commonwealths arising out of those
populations which a year ago united their legislation t1ncler one president and carried their
merchandise under one flag. I believe that such
separation will be attended with happy results
to the safety of Europe and the development of
American civilization. If it could have been
possible that as population and wealth increased,
all that ,·ast continent of America, with her
might) sea-board and the fleets which her increasing ambition as well as her extending commerce
would have formed and armed, could have
remained under one form of Government, in
which the executi,·e has little or no control over
'.l populace exceedingly adventurous and excitable, why, then America would ha\'e hung over
Europe like a gathering and destructive thunder
cloud. :No ~ingle kingdom in Europe could
ha\'e been strong enough to maintain itself
against a nation that had consolidated the gigantic
resources of a quarter of the globe."
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The Earl of Shrewsbury said : " I see in
America the trial of democracy and its failure.
I believe that the dissolution of the Union is
inevitable, and that men now before me will live
to sec an aristocracy establishccl in ;\mcrica."
All these utterances came to the knowledge
of Abrahain Lincoln. Ile saw clearly the rough
road before him. Mr. Seward was at the head
of the foreig-n department. The magnificent
service he rendered the nation there is known
and admitted. \\'ith what a firm hand he held
our diplomatic officers up to a hig-h standard in
their intercourse with foreign states, we know
and we read as a part of the history of that
eventful period. For example, he said, to Mr.
Charles Francis Adams, when setting out to his
mission at The Court of St. James,- " You will
in no case listen to any suggestions of compromise by this government under foreig-n auspices,
with its discontented citizens. lf, as the
president does not at all apprehend, you shall
unhappily find her majesty's government tolerating the application of the so-called seceding
states, or wavering about it, you will not leave
them to suppose for a moment that they can
grant that application and remain the friends of
the l'nitecl States. You may even assure them
promptly in that case that if they determine to
recognize, they may at the same time prepare
to enter into an alliance with, the enemies of
this republic. You alone will represent your
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country at I .onclon, and you will represent the
whole of it there. \\'hen) ou are asked to divide
that duty with others, diplomatic relations
between the government of (;reat .Britain and
this government will be suspended, and will
remain so until it shall be seen which of the two
is most strongly entrenched in the confidence of
their respective nations and of mankind."
It is well known that not only was this strong
language known to Mr. Lincoln but that suggestions were made by him in its preparation. \\'e
know how Confederate privateers, sent out from
British ports, preyed upon the rnmmerce of the
nation and we know how excellent a bookkeeper
Mr. Seward was and how carefully he kept the
account that was afterward fully adjusted and
audited at Geneva. It is not too much to say,
and in saying it no credit clue to \\'illiam Il.
Seward and his magnificent administration of our
foreign relations during that period is taken fr0m
him, that AirnAH ,\ ,1 L1)1COLK was at the helm of
the Ship of State ; that while he may not have
formulated diplomatic instructions, he may not
have watched constantly over these relations as
his sleepless Secretary did, yet he was continually and closely in touch with every step taken in
respect to them.
It is well, in this connection, that we do not
overlook the fact, that in those gloomy days of
our peril, there was one nation in all the group
of foreign powers that had a kind word to say to
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us. \Vhalever betide in the changing of the
map of the eastern hemisphere, we will never
forget the timely acts of Russia when this nation
was passing through the dark and stormy clays
of the slavcholckrs' Rebellion . It may have
been an an0malous international cr,ndition that
would bring to free America in her struggle for
national existence friendly relations with the
most despotic government in the world; hut,
whatever the circumstances were, whatever
conditions existed, it is nevertheless the fact
that when other leading nations of Europe were
deliberating upon the proposition of recognizing
the independence of the so-called confederacy,
and had even resolved upon such a course,
Rus.sia sent her ships of war to the American
sea board, bearing sealed orders, a menace to the
nation that dared to frown upon the young republic. A Russian admiral, while sojourning in the
port of New York, was asked by one of our own
admirals, with whom he was on terms of intimacy,
why he was spending the winter in idleness in an
American harbor, and his reply was, "I am
here under scaled orders, to be broken only on a
contingency which has not yet occurred." l 1e
added also that the Russian men-of-war lying off
San Francisco had received the same orders.
I le admitted in that same interview that his
orders were to break the seals, if, while he
remained at New York, the United States became
involved in a war with any foreign nation. And
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the Russian Minister at \\·ashington said to Mr.
Seward that it was no unfriendly purpose which
caused the prolonged stay of these men-of-war
in American waters. A prominent American
while in St. Petersburg subsequently was shown
the Czar's orders to his Admiral,-sealed till
then,- and they were to report to the }'resident
of the United States ford uty in case our g-overnment became i1wolved in a war with England.
Looking now, -after forty years- upon the pages
of that history which cannot in one jot or tittle
be changed, is it not natural that we should hold
for Russia most pleasant memories? And may
we not stop a moment when we hear of Russian
reverses in the far East, and ask ourselves if all
the sympathy that America has to bestow upon
people of other lands, belongs entirely to yellow
races? Is it not at least profitable, just for one
moment, to pause and ask, of two perils to the
world, is the white peril liable to be more detrimental to civilization than the yellow peril ? But
I am not unmindful of the occasion that brings
us here to-day and I stop with this passing
comment on the unfortunate conditions that
exist across many seas in the far Eastern portion of the globe.
Those were trying days indeed, when the
nation, all unprepared, had to meet the well
disciplined leaders of rebellion and conquer success. Few men knew the trials that beset the
pathway of the President of the Nation. There
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was the financial question to he considerccl. Our
n:lations with other natio11:c; came J-oldly to the
front. There \\ere questions pertaining to the
:\:ny, \\'hose ships \\'l'rl' su:ttkn:d to tlw fom
\\'incls of I leaH!n by the conspirators \\ho had
hccn hatching trcarnn Jor months under the
\\'l'ak administration that pren:clecl that of Lincoln. There \\'CIC questions in the la\\' clcp:1rtment, questions in till' postofficc department,
and lasl, but hy no mca11s the ka,-t, there \\'as all
army to Le organized a11d put into the field. For
montlis aftt'r the southern statt,- had passed their
Ordinances or Secession tbe United States
Cmernment \\'as n:aching out all o\'er that fair
sunny south land by its postal facilities and \\'as
deli\'ering mails to citizens at their doors the
s:1me as thot gh therc \\'as no armed n:sistal'lL'
organized and established against the authorit)
that was thus peacefully and quietly doing its
duty toward them. Then again, it \\'as by 111,
means a tri\'ial matter that the great l'resiclent
must consider \\'hen he t11rnccl to the ll'gal
questions that confronkcl him. IIe was not
electul President to ·ch:stroy a Constitution, ns
he said in that first immortal I naugnral ,\clclress,
but he \\'as elected to prcscr\'C it. l,; ncler the
Constitution sla\'ery existed in a large portion of
the country ancl existed by right of State Const'itutions and laws. l,;nckr the compact the
Government had no power to abolish sla\'ery in
these States. Abraham Lincoln, with dear
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foresight, \\'ith unerring- prec1s1on, saw the tlifficullics that confronted him, knew better than
any kgal acl\'iser could tell him where his line of
cluty <xtcnded, and knew well, that until it
became a necessity as a \\'ar measure for the
purpose of mTrthro\\'ing those who were in arms
against the Cm ernment, he had no J)O\n;r to
interfere with the institution established by state
enactment. \\'e do not forget when there \\'ere
not in th1.: English language , ituperntin; expressions strong enough, in the minds of radicals ancl
rebel sympathisers, with which to assail the
President. \\'e do not forget how the administration was importuned to adopt a different poliC)
than it was pursuing, bow men, high in part)
councils, strong in national reputations, big with
success achie,·ed in their own walks in life, in
editorial \\'Ork, on the floors of legislative halls,
on the rostrum and in the pulpit, assailed the
methods, the purposes, the honesty, integrity
and patriotism of one who has gon(' clown in
history as one of the purest, noblest, most
unselfish and patriotic men who c,·cr breathed
the free air of a free na"tion. Tf time would
permit me, I could easily gi,·e instances where,
smarting under the calumny heaped upon him
both by friend and foe. this grand man sought to
respond to these attacks, and, as we look ever
the histm") to-day, we sec how successfully he
accomplish1.:d his purpose.
I have said that I had no personal acquaintance
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with Abraham Lincoln wht.:n he deli\'crcd his
first Inaugural Adcln:ss. ~ot Ycry many months
after that memorable l\farch day, howe\'cr, fortune led me to the Capital ancl for many days ·1
was placed in a position 11·hert.: I was brought in
frequent contact with the man whose memory
we revere. Frequently have I taken his hand,
or more pn,perly speaking, han; I felt his
greal hand encircling my own. I le was a large
man. I le was a generous man. \ ou felt it when
his hand closed around your <rn°11, and as your
own was loosed, you could but ,;ay that it had
been grasped by the hancl of a giant in more
senses than one. IIe may have been an awk\rnrd
man as we measure the personality and the gentility of men, but, as J think uf him to-day, I
cannot think of him as an a\\·kward man, His
extreme length uf limb may sometimes have been
a little ernbarassing to him when mectingsmallt:r
men, but he was none too tall, none too large,
and I feel that he was in a.11 particulars just the
man in stature that was needed to stand at the
helm of the Ship of State while it plowed its
way through the tempestuous seas from 1861 to
1865. I stood almost where I could lay my
hand upon his when, on the front steps of the
National Capitol on the 4th clay of March, 1865,
after four years of bitter trial-four long years
of cruel war-ancl after coming in sight of the;
white peaks that signalled the coming day, he
delivered his second Inaugural Address and
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again took the oath of office as President of the
United States. That address was brief; it
hardly required five minutes in which to cleli\·er
it, but it contained all that was nu:ded. I
remember how disappointed I \\'as as I stood
there and hLanl the final 1Yorcls. [ t seemed to
me that he had omitted something- he ought to
say. :\' ()\\' howe\"1.r, as r read it O\'Cr ag-ain, r
feel that it was complete. ~ote the devout
pra1 er a,- it fell from the lips of the great President, - " Fondly· do we hope, fcrn:ntly do we
pray, that this mighty scmirg-e of war mriy
speedily pass away; yet if it be Gocl"s will that
it continue until the wealth piled by bondsmen
h) two hundred and fifty years' unrcquitt.:cl toil
shall be sunk, and until c\-ery drop of blood drawn
with the lash shall be paid by another drawn
with the sword, as \\"as said three thousand years
ago, so still it must be said, that the judgments
of the Lord are true and righteous altogcth1.,>1·."
"\\ ith malice toward nonL·, with charity for
all. ,Yith firnrncss in the right, as God gives us to
sec the right, kt tis strive on to finish the work
we arc in, to bind up the nation,-' wounds, to care
for him \\ ho shall ha,·c home the battle, and for
his widow and orphans ; to clo all \Yhich may
achicYc and cherish a just and lasting peace
among- ourselves and \\·ith all nations."
A few "·eeks later, the nation was ·c1cctrificd
by the news from Appomattox. l sat at my desk
three cYenings later when I heard the sweet
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~trains of lllU!;iC from a passing procession. Still
instinct with a boy's Jove of music- -and I was
ah,·ays quite ready to follow a bancl-I joined
the procession and i-.tood under the l'n:sident's
window al the \\'hitc I louse. There J heard
him dcliYer the last speech he e, er made to the
American people. lt was the calm clelibcrat~
statement of a man full of e:-,;periencc, hopl'ful
for the future, anxious tn make no mistakes.
with a heartfelt feclinf.{ of charity to those who
had been misguided in their attack upon the
general ( ;on:rnmcnt. l le carefully outlined
rules for action in strict compliance with his
second Inaugural Address. Only two days after
that memorable cn:ning uncler the !'resident's
window, T saw Abraham Lincoln for the last
time. Tt was Good Friday. Ile \\·as in the full
strength of his manhood, flushed with a sense of
Yictory that was then crowning the efforts he had
been making for a period of more than four
years. l sat in a front scat in the dress circle of
Ford's Theatre. Laura Keene and her troupe
were on the stage; there \Yas a commotion hack
of the dress circle: and 1 arose with the audience to welcome to the play the man whom almost
C\'Ct') one had then lcarnccl to lo\·c.
I thought, as
T saw him come unguarded into the gathering
that night, that someone had blundered, for there
were lying on the table of Cabinet i\linisters at
the moment confidential messages from foreign
countries, some of which had passed through my
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own hands, which, alone should have prompted
those \\'ho were watching m•er the safety of the
President to keep near ·his person, whether he
willed it or not, sufficient protection lo guard
against any possible disaster. Fearless in all his
lifetime, because he felt that he had nothing to
fear from men, he had never hesitated to assume
any risks that might possibly be thrown upon
him in the honest discharge of his duties. 1 saw
him ride lo the front where bullets were making
music in the ears of those in his company, when
General Early threw his army north of the
Capitol in 1864, but Abraham Lincoln feared no
bullets, nor cannon balls, nor assassins· knives,
and he went boldly and fearlessly where\·er it
seemed to him that duty called him. No Cabinet
::VIinister was lax in duty, fort he President would
not consent that a guard should follow or protect
him. He ga\'e no credit to stories o[ plots of
assassination and would not belie,·e that the
country held one who would be so deprnYed as
to wish tu do him bodily harm. And so on that
sad Good Friday night in 1865, unguarded except
by consciousness of integrity, he entered Ford's
Theatre, recci"ed the greetings of glad hearts,
smiled and bowed his head in a winning manner,
and passed into the box, whence one brief hour
afterward I saw him borne away by soldier hands
to the house across the street, where on the
following morning his spirit went to join the innumerable host of boys in blue, boys, who, if they
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were heIL' to-clay would wear thL bronze ln1tton
on the lapel of their coats, bo) s who had been
where bu llets were thick, ,, lll'n.: cannon balls
had hecn all-powerful and whose memory we
cherish and reYere 1Vith that of the :\lartyr
l'rcsitknt and in \\'hose honor we scatte1 flowers
on the 30th day of e\'cry l\'Ia).
The 1V!1<1k world wept at the bier of .\braham
Lincoln. \\"hile Ii, ing, men could re\·ile him and
mock him, could point to his ungainly manner,
his homely person and his mon.> homely e.\pressions and stories, but clcacl, the tongue of calumny
\\'as still. Suclclenl) the true \\'orth of the man ;
the full measure of his ability; the high st.indard
of his surpassing intellect and the dc,·otion of
his life \\'ere rccogniz,·d. Those homcl) expressions and stories \\'ill li\"e ,, hen the nwn who
re,ilecl him and them shall ha,·c lJL'L'n forgotten
for more than a thousand years. The world
appreciated Abraham l .incoln \\'hen it coulcl mm
him no more. I ha1·e in lll) library a nllume as
large as an unabridged clictiona1) that is clerntccl
lo tributc..:s to t he memory of Abraham Li ncoln
gathered from the world. 1\len I iecl with one
another to extol his l'irtues and pay tribute to
his \\'orth. Poets sang of him, orators pronounced eulogies over him, and at last, but only
\\'hen his lips were scaled forc,·er, he was recognized at his full mine h) the whole world. Jfo;
name to-clay is enrolled among the names of the
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great of all tirncs and of all lands, and his fig-url!
stands in e\ery Hall of Fame.
Lord Bcarnnsfidd, who himself, was one ol
the greatest minds that England has produced,
said of the sad e\-cnt that had 1-cm"vL·d the g-rcat
l'rcsidcnt !rum the head of the :',;aticm, that.,. In the character of the \'ictirn, and en·n in the
accessories of his last moment:-;, tl1L're is soml'thing so homdy and inn<;Cl'nl that it take:-; thl.'
question, as it \\'Cre, out of all the pomp of history and the ceremonial of diplomacy, it touches
the heart o[ nations and ap1JL·als to the d1 mL·stit'
sentiment of mankind. \\'hatcn~r th..: rnri,}us
and \·arying opinions '" "" * on the policy or
the late President of the United States, all must
agTl'e that in one of the sc\·erl'st trials which e\-cr
tested the moral qualities of man he fulfilled his
duty with simplicity and strength. l\or is it
possibk for the people of England at SUL'h a
moment to forget that he sprang from the sanic
fatherland and spoke the same mother tongue."
It is with fec.:lings of pleasure that I quotl'
these words from the eminent Eng-lish statesman, especially in contradistinction of the lang-uag-e so freely indt1ll-{cd in, and. which I han:
so liberally quoted in a preceding portion of my
address.
It was left, hmYe,·er, for IIenry \Yard Beecher,
in his inimitable manner, two clays after the sad
C\·ent that took from us our beloved Lincoln, to
speak words that feelingly indicate the true char-
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acter ot the man that had learned so well to live.
From Plymouth Church pulpit the great Congregational minister among other things said, "By
clay and by night, he trod a way of clanger and
darkness. On his shoulders rested a government
dearer to him than his own life. i\t its integrity
millions of men were striking at home. t· pon
this government foreign eyes lowered. It stood
like a lone island in a sea full of storms, and
every tide and wave seemed cager to de, our it.
Upon thousands of hearts great sorrows and
anxieties ha\'e rested. but not on one such, and
in such measure, as upon that simple, truthful,
noble soul, our faithful and sainted Lincoln."
* * * "I fe wrestled ceaselessly through iour
black and dreadful purgatorial years. wherein
(;od was clcansing the sin of his people as by
fire.'' * * * "Even ht.: who now sleeps has,
by this e,·ent, been clothed with new influence
Dead, he speaks to men who now willingly hear
what before they refused to listen to. Now his
simple and weighty words will be gathered like
those of \\'ashington, and your chilclrcn and
your children's children shall be taught to ponder
the simplicity and deep wisdom of utterances,
which, in their time, passed, in party heat, as idk
words. Men will recciH' a new impulse o
patriotism for his sake and \\'ill guard with zeal thl
whole country which he loYed so well." *
N
"Four years ago, 0 Illinois, we took from
your midst an untried man and from among th(
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people. \\'c return him to you a mighty conqueror. Not thine any more, but the nation's ;
not ours, but the world's. Give him place, 0 ye
pramcs. In the midst of this great continent
his dust shall rest, a sacred treasure to myriads
who shall pilgrim to that shrine to kindle anew
their zeal and patriotism. Ye winds that move
over the mighty places of the \Vest, chant his
requiem. Ye people, behold a martyr whose
blood, as so many articulate words, pleads for
fidelity, for Jaw, for liberty."
Abraham Lincoln has enriched the English
language. Ile has left on many pages of our
history words that will live when this generation
and many that succeed it will all be forgotten.
Many of his speeches arc classic. To-day they
arc placed side by side with the great speeches
of all ages. They are in and of themselves gems
of literature. Homely, in a way unattractive, in
a sense lacking what some people might call
refinement, and yet, not homely, but attractive
and because genuine and true possessing the
truest, highest and sweetest refinement. IJis
personality stands out big against the horizon
of well remembered history. Edward Everett
delivered a great address when the Nation's
representatives met on the hallowed ground of
Gettysburg to dedicate it as a national cemetery.
Tt was a studied, scholarly, refined production.
Tt will bear reading over and OYer again. It is
replete with beautiful sentiment, well rounded
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~L·ntcn,cs, magnificent in its diction, in its
erudition, in its every clement. I I e had bL·en
days, undoubtedly, put tin~ tog-ether the lxm1tiful
e~pressions contained in 1t. but the two score
lines of th1.: address delivered by Abraham Lincoln Pn that occasion come clown to us to-day
almost like words of I [oly \\'rit. Th1.•y are this
day bt·ing- pronounced all over this continent on
cdcbmtiuns of this Xational holiday. It is
rdated, that, with pencil ,md the blank side of a
used envelopl', in a car while on his way to the
battlcficlcl, .\braham Lincoln wrote the address.
True, this story is denied. Some of his
biogr;iphers, who ought to kno\\', tell us he prepared it carefully in the quiet of his room. Be
that as it may, it matters little; Trn-; \\'C know,
that the brief address dcliYerccl b) Abraham
Lincoln at the declication of the National CcmetC1)' at Gettysburg, on the 19th day of i\o, 1.;111ber, 1863, is to-day one of the most beautiful
and touching classics in the Eng-lish Langunge.
I am loath to pronounce the closing words of
my address. [ love to dwell upon thl.! beauties
of the character of the immortal President. It
seems but yesterday that I looked into his careworn but honest face and felt my hand encircled
by his, but Abraham Lincoln has passed from
the visible to the in\'isible. The incident in life
that comes once, and but once, to all men, has
come to him. He watches where we cannot sec
while we move on to periect the work he could
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not remain to finish. The Civil \\'ar is over but
our tasks arc not all clone. There arc other
battles to fight for freedom, other victories to
win . He, with a "cloud of witnesses,'' boys in
blue and boys in gray, an innumerable host, is
watching that we work well the problem still
unsoh·ed. Though invisible, he speaks to us, his
,·oice ringing clown the corridors of Time, as it
will continue to do, to g-encrations yet unborn,
inciting us and them to better deeds and better
li\'l:s. l lis wonls,-first spoken at Gettysburg
in 1863, -reach and apply to cn:ry foot of
American soil. "ln a large sense," he said,
"we cannot dcdicatc,-wc cannot consecrate,
we cannot hallow this ground. The brave men,
living and dead, who strug-gkd here, ha\·c consecrated it far above our power to add or detract.
The world will little note nor long remember,
what we say here, but it can never forget what
they did here.· It is for us, the living, ratl1er to
be dcdicatd here to the unfinished work that
they have thus far so nobly carried on. It is
rather for us to be here cleclicatecl to the great
task remaining- before us, that from these honored
dead we take increased de\'otion to that cause
for which they here ga\'e the last full measure of
<lc\'otion ; that we here highly resolve that these
dead shall not ha\'e died in vain ; that this nation,
under Goel, shall have a nc\\' birth of freedom,
and that Go\'Crnrncnt of the people, by the
people and for the people, shall not perish from
the earth."

